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Abstract: With continuous technological improvement and economic development of energy storage,
distributed energy storage (DES) will be widely connected to the distribution network. If fragmented
DES systems are aggregated to form a distributed energy storage aggregator (DESA), the DESA will
have great potential to participate in the day-ahead energy and reserve market and the balancing
market. The DESA could act as a mediator between the market and DES consumers, enabling
beneficial coordination for DES owners and power systems. This paper presents a bilevel optimization
model for DESAs in the energy and reserve market under wind power uncertainties. In the lower-level
problem, generating companies, wind power plants (WPP), and DESAs are optimized for scheduling
day-ahead (DA) energy and the reserve market. In the upper-level problem, operational strategies
for DES systems and DESAs are designed to deal with wind power uncertainties in the balancing
market. The DESA splits its resources between the energy and reserve markets so that it can reduce
total power system consumption, and mutual profit for the system and end customers is achieved.
This model is formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) program, which can be
solved with commercial software. The validity of the bilevel optimization model is verified by the
eight-node test transmission system and IEEE-33 bus distribution system.

Keywords: distributed energy storage aggregator (DESA); day-ahead energy and reserve markets;
balancing market; bilevel optimization model

1. Introduction

With the increase of electric vehicles and distributed power generation (distributed photovoltaic,
wind power generation, combined heat-cold power units) connected to the distribution network, the
distribution system operator (DSO) needs more high-quality demand-side resources. These resources
can respond quickly and be controlled in real time against the undesirable impact of distributed
resources [1,2], such as speed generation variation and load variation. In addition, future power
systems with high penetration of variable renewables will require more flexible generation and
demand-side resources in order to maintain secure and stable operation. The distributed energy
storage (DES) system is a fast-response and bidirectional adjustment demand-side resource. It reduces
energy and peak network costs for DSOs and significantly improves the reliability of the distribution
network. With continuous and advanced construction of active distribution networks (ADNs) [3],
access for a large number of DES systems to distribution networks has become an inevitable trend [4].
However, the individual participation of DES systems at the system level would not be possible for two
reasons: (1) their individual capacity is below the required minimum to participate in the day-ahead
(DA) market and balancing market, and (2) the scheduling organization cannot easily obtain DES
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systems’ aggregation information and it would be difficult to manage. The distributed energy storage
aggregator (DESA) [5] adopts advanced communication and control technologies to aggregate and
control DES systems in the distribution network. In this way, it can form a large-energy and high-power
schedulable resource pool. This resource pool could provide reserve capacity and participate in the
energy market on multiple time scales, and the DESA is helpful for quickly maintaining the stability of
system frequency, voltage, and the rest of ancillary services.

DESAs will play an important role in the power system. They do not replace existing components
of the electricity value chain but rather allow the existing ones to do their job better and cheaper [6].
On the one hand, the optimized operation of DES systems mainly enables them to provide voltage
support, reduce distribution losses, increase capacity support, buffer variable wind and solar energy,
and reduce expansion investment in the distribution network [7]. On the other hand, DESAs have
the advantages of reducing transmission congestion, curtailing renewable energy, and deferring
transmission in investment for transmission system operators (TSOs). Moreover, DESAs could play an
important role in price arbitrage, fast regulation, spinning reserve, power quality, and black start for
independent system operators (ISOs). DESA represents a new tool (management strategies, control
and optimization algorithms), which is valuable for guaranteeing system stability, reducing system
cost, and increasing customer profit. The focus of this paper is to define the features of the DESA and
model its strategic behavior in the wholesale market considering wind power uncertainties. In this
paper, DESA is designed as a flexibility manager and a balance responsible party.

A good overview on the planning and operation of DES in a distribution network can be found
in [8,9]. In [10], a new method for optimal integration of DES at minimum cost is proposed. The optimal
method allows DES to provide voltage support, delay network upgrade, and offer aggregation
resources to TSOs. In [11], an algorithm and optimization participation strategies are presented that
allow aggregators to cooperatively control such DES systems in accordance with electricity market
rules and interactive strategies. In [12], a comprehensive planning framework for ascertaining the
most cost-effective siting and sizing of DES to maximize the benefits in the distribution network is
designed. A strategy for optimal integration of DES systems to improve the load hosting ability is
presented in [13]. The strategy model considered two primary factors—Distribution Network Operator
(DNO) cost and DES cycling cost—to offer three services—voltage regulation, peak shaving, and loss
reduction. In [14], a comprehensive optimal allocation model of DES considering operation strategy
is presented. The problems of optimal capacity and sizing of DES are solved by minimum cost of
DES operation and investment. In [15], an effective method is proposed that allocate DES systems for
spinning reserve or frequency regulation to improve system reliability.

Research on interactive modes and operational strategies of different types of aggregators to
participate in the electricity market and ancillary services have also been proposed in the literature.
A bidding strategy is proposed in [16] for electric vehicle (EV) aggregators to maximize their profits by
trading energy and regulation reserves in the electricity market. The EV aggregator is the required
mediator between a large number of EVs and power system operators and could provide some services
to power systems. Thermostatically controlled load (TCL) aggregators are introduced in [17,18].
They could provide load following services and regulation reserves in the power system. In [19],
a day-ahead dispatch framework for virtual power plants (VPPs) in joint energy and regulation
reserve market considering the penalty cost of CO2 emissions is presented. In [20], a cost model of
load curtailment for different services is proposed, allowing the demand response aggregator and
generation company to participate in/schedule the energy and reserve (ancillary) market. A bilevel
optimization model of distribution companies in the wholesale reserve market is proposed in [21].
In the proposed model, the distribution company and independent system operator are modeled in
the lower-level and upper-level problem, respectively. Energy storage systems (ESSs) that integrate
renewable energy resources to provide arbitrage and ancillary services are introduced in [22–24].
ESSs can participate in both the energy and reserve markets, because they can reduce power system
operation cost and improve system stability. These different types of aggregators are able to purchase
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cheaper energy, provide ancillary services more economically, and reduce carbon more effectively than
traditional generation sources.

The DES solutions and emerging aggregators mentioned above are being increasingly applied in
the energy and reserve markets. Therefore, it is an excellent opportunity for DESAs to aggregate and
manage DES systems. DESAs would participate in the energy market by earning energy arbitrage,
providing reserve capacity in the reserve market, and dealing with uncertainties in the balancing
market. In the power system, system reserves are used to maintain stability and reduce wind
power curtailment to minimize the operation costs of systems and low carbon emissions. The major
contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) We propose a new bilevel optimization model for DESAs
taking part in the day-ahead energy and reserve markets and the balancing market; (2) we establish an
effective and extensible model of DESA aggregation considering the operational constraints of DES in
distribution network; and (3) we contrast optimal strategies of DESA in different uncertain scenarios
with wind power participation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The problem is described in Section 2, and
Section 3 describes the mathematical formulation of the proposed approach. Section 4 provides a
description of the test scenarios and an analysis of simulation results. Finally, conclusions on the
application of the integrated approach and future work are shown in Section 5.

2. Problem and Method Statement

2.1. Problem Description

In this paper, the optimal strategy of a DESA in the day-ahead energy and reserve markets is
described as a bilevel problem. The DESA participates in the energy market as a price-taker. Figure 1
shows the framework of the bilevel problem. Traditional DES systems could only make a profit
through energy arbitrage in the energy market. This paper presents a new business model and
operation strategy through the DESA. The operation strategy of DESAs and DES systems is modeled in
the upper-level problem. In the upper-level problem, the aim of the DESA is to maximize its economic
profit. The DESA aggregates DES systems in the distribution network to form a schedulable capacity
energy resource pool. The DESA purchases/sells energy from the DA market and provides reserve
services. The DESA earns a portion through electricity price arbitrage, providing spinning reserve
and dealing with wind power uncertainties in the balancing market. In the lower-level problem,
the generation companies, the wind power plants, the DESA, and loads are the participants of the
day-ahead energy and reserve markets. We assume that generation companies and wind power plants
have the same stakeholders. The operational objective of the lower-level problem is to minimize
the operating expense of the generation companies and maximize social welfare. Thus wind power
curtailment could be decreased. Due to the uncertainty and variability of wind power output, there is
uncertain error between predicted output and actual output. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a
corresponding proportion of spinning reserves in the day-ahead dispatch plan in order to decrease
wind power curtailment. DES systems are demand-side resources that respond quickly and flexibly,
so they could respond to fluctuations of wind power output error in real time. Finally, the DESA
would provide an optimal scheduling scheme for DES systems in order to minimize the generation
companies’ energy cost and maximize profit.

The DESA is assumed as a link in the bilevel problem. The decision variables of the upper-level
problem are the charging and discharging power plan of DES systems, providing a reserve plan of DES.
The decision variables of the lower-level problem are power output of generators, reserves provided by
generators, sell/purchase energy by the DESA in/from energy market, and reserves provided by the
DESA. In each layer, there are decision variables that link the upper and lower stages. After solving the
lower-level problem, the variables consist of the DESA sell/purchase energy in/from the day-ahead
energy market, providing reserves in the reserve market. They are passed to upper-level problem as
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parameters. In the upper-level problem, the operational constraints of the DESA consist of the DES
operational configuration. They are passed to the lower-level problem as parameters.
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2.2. System Uncertainly Analysis

In the power system, wind power output is affected by many factors. In this way, wind power
output has uncertainty. Therefore, wind power output is usually predicted to solve this problem.
However, there is always a prediction error between predictive and actual value. The relationship
between the two values can be calculated by Equation (1).

PForecast
t,w + ξt

w = PWPP
t,w,s (1)

where PForecast
t,w is the predictive value of wind power output at time t, ξt

w is the prediction error at time
t, and PWPP

t,w,s is the actual value of wind power output at time t.
In order to accurately describe the prediction error, this paper utilizes the Monte Carlo model

to generate wind power output scenarios. The Monte Carlo model is based on probability and
mathematical statistics and has the advantage of solving problems with uncertainty. The research
shows that the prediction error of the output of renewable energy and fluctuating load can be
approximately assumed to be normally distributed with a mean value of 0 in a certain time frame [25].
Therefore, the prediction error should meet Equation (2). The standardized standard deviation (the
wind farm installed capacity is used as the reference capacity in the standardization) can be expressed
as Equation (3) [26]. It should be noted that the value of σ is between 0 and 1. It is similar to
per-unit value in the power system. However, known value is always required in scenario analysis.
The conversion from per-unit value to known value should meet Equation (4). If Pt

wpre is the predicted
wind power output (known value) at time t, moment σt

w should meet Equation (5). Therefore, the
prediction error should be normally distributed according to Equation (6). According to Equations (1)
and (6), a number of wind power output scenarios can be generated with the Monte Carlo model.

ξt
w ∼ N

(
0, σt

w
)

(2)

σ = 0.02 + 0.2×ωt (3)

σt
w = σ× PWN (4)
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σt
w = 0.2Pt

wpre + 0.02PWN (5)

ξt
w ∼ N

(
0, 0.2Pt

wpre + 0.02PWN

)
(6)

where σ is the standardized standard deviation, ωt is the standardized wind power prediction output,
σt

w is the standard deviation at time t, and PWN is the wind farm installed capacity.

2.3. Scenario Reduction Strategy

Theoretically, if the scenarios generated by the Monte Carlo method are abundant, the probability
of obtaining exact results of stochastic problems will be high. However, it will cost much computation
time and increase complexity. Reducing large-scale scenarios needs to reduce computational cost but
ensure that the reduced scenarios are approximate to the original scenarios. Fuzzy C-means clustering
(FCMC) is a kind of clustering analysis that has high efficiency for calculating large datasets, and its
time complexity is only about the first power of time.

When using FCMC to reduce scenarios, we need to give the number of clustering categories,
set the iterative convergence conditions, and initialize each clustering center. It is assumed that the
dataset is X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}; k is the number of clustering categories, mj(j = 1, 2, . . . , k) are clustering
centers, and µj(xi) is the member function that the sample i is subordinate to category j. In this way,
the clustering loss function can be expressed by Equation (7). If the partial derivative of J f with respect
to mj and µj(xi) is 0, the essential condition of obtaining the minimum for Equation (7) will meet
Equations (8) and (9).

J f =
k

∑
j=1

n

∑
i=1

[
µj(xi)

]b

‖xi −mj‖2 (7)

mj =

n
∑

i=1

[
µj(xi)

]b
xi

n
∑

i=1

[
µj(xi)

]b (8)

µj(xi) =
‖xi −mj‖−2/(b−1)

k
∑

s=1
‖xi −ms‖−2/(b−1)

(9)

where b is the weighted index. It is also called the smooth factor, and it can control shared degrees of
patterns among fuzzy categories.

The membership function can be calculated by Equation (9) by current clustering centers, and the
center of each clustering category can be recalculated by Equation (8) by the calculated membership
function. These are iterated circularly until the convergence condition is satisfied. Then, the optimal
solution is obtained. After all the clustering centers in the optimal solution are connected in a time
series, a reduction of k scenarios is obtained. This will achieve the purpose of scenario reduction.

3. Mathematical Modeling

3.1. Modeling DESA

In this paper, the aggregation model of the DESA is described in Equations (10)–(13).
Equations (10) and (11) are used to model the aggregation charging and discharging power of the
DESA, respectively. Equation (12) is defined to present the aggregation energy storage of the DESA.
The aggregation output limit of the maximum charging and discharging power of the DESA is
described by Equation (13). The operation constraints of the DESA are described in the lower-level
and upper-level problem.

PDESA,ch
t = ∑

d
(PDES,ch

t,d − PDES,dis
t,d ) (10)
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PDESA,dis
t = ∑

d
(PDES,dis

t,d − PDES,ch
t,d ) (11)

EDESA
t = ∑

d
EDES

t,d (12)

PDESA,ch/dis
t = ∑

d
PDES

t,d (13)

3.2. Modeling in the Lower-Level Problem

3.2.1. Objective Function

In the lower-level problem, the generation companies, wind power plants, and DESA participate
in the day-ahead energy and reserve market simultaneously. The generation companies are considered
as smart players that decrease operation cost by maximizing the consumption of wind power as much
as possible. The generation companies can meet the energy demand and take part in the reserve
market to guarantee system adequacy in case of contingency. Equation (14) represents the objective
function of minimizing operational costs of the generation companies considering unit operating costs,
the profit of the unit providing reserve, and the unit’s CO2 emissions penalty during the time period.

minC(X f ) = ∑
t∈T

[ ∑
g∈G

(CG
t,gPt,g + C f

t,gbt,g + Sdcgzt,g + Sucgyt,g + Cres,up
t,g rup

t,g + Cres,dn
t,g rdn

t,g

−ρ
res,up,DA
t rup

t,g − ρres,down,DA
t rdn

t,g + Pt,gCOUnit
2 ρCO2)]

(14)

3.2.2. Energy and Reserve Balance Constrains

Equations (15) and (16) are used to model the day-ahead energy and reserve balance constraints
of system operation. In this paper, only the uncertainty of wind power is considered. Demand-side
reserve power can be provided by generators and the DESA in the reserve market, and it can be used
to stabilize the uncertainty and variability of wind power output.

∑
i∈I

Li,t + ∑
a∈A

PDESA,ch
t = ∑

a∈A
PDESA,dis

t + ∑
g∈G

Pt,g + ∑
w∈W

PWPP
t,w (15)

rDA
t = ∑

g∈G
(rup

t,g − rdn
t,g) + ∑

a∈A
(rdis

t,a − rch
t,a) (16)

3.2.3. Generator and WPP Operating Constrains

The output of the day-ahead energy and reserves provided by generators is strictly limited to the
controllable range, as described by Equations (17) and (18). The minimum up- and down-time limit of
generators is modeled in Equations (19) and (20). The unit commitment logic constraints are presented
in Equations (21) and (22). Equation (21) describes the start-up and shut-down status change logic.
Equation (22) enforces that the generator cannot start up and shut down at the same time. The ramp-up
and -down limits of units are described in Equations (23) and (24). The spinning up and down reserve
limits are defined by Equations (25) and (26). Equation (27) limits the scheduled wind power output.

Generator generation plus reserve limit is

Pt,g + rup
t,g ≤ Pgbt,g (17)

Pt,g − rdn
t,g ≥ Pgbt,g (18)

Generator minimum up- and down-time constraints are

∑t
h=t−Utg+1 yh,g ≤ bt,g (19)
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∑t
h=t−Dtg+1 zh,g ≤ 1− bt,g (20)

Unit commitment logic constraints are

yt,g − zt,g = bt,g − bt−1,g (21)

yt,g + zt,g ≤ 1 (22)

Ramp-up and -down limits are
Pt,g − Pt−1,g ≤ Rug (23)

Pt−1,g − Pt,g ≤ Rdg (24)

Generator side reserve limits are
0 ≤ rup

t,g ≤ rup
g (25)

0 ≤ rdn
t,g ≤ rdn

g (26)

WPP constraints are
0 ≤ PWPP

t,w ≤ PWPP
t,w (27)

3.2.4. DESA Constraints

The operational constraints of the DESA are presented in Equations (28)–(36). The minimum
and maximum limits of DESA charging power, discharging power, and energy are described by
Equations (28)–(31), respectively. The energy and power limitations of the DESA to provide energy
and reserves are presented in Equations (32) and (33), respectively. DESA energy balance is presented
in Equation (34). The relationships between charging/discharging reserve and energy capacity of the
DESA are described in Equations (35) and (36).

0 ≤ PDESA,dis
t ≤ PDESA,dis

a (28)

0 ≤ PDESA,ch
t ≤ PDESA,ch

a (29)

0 ≤ rdis
t,a ≤ Rdis

a (30)

0 ≤ rch
t,a ≤ Rch

a (31)

0 ≤ PDESA,dis
t,a + rdis

t,a ≤ PDESA,dis
a (32)

0 ≤ PDESA,ch
t,a + rch

t,a ≤ PDESA,ch
a (33)

EDESA
t = EDESA

t−1 + PDESA,ch
t−1 − PDESA,dis

t−1 (34)

EDESA
t ≥ rdis

t,a (35)

EDESA
t − EDESA

t ≥ rch
t,a (36)

In Equations (1)–(36), X f is the decision variable vector of the
day-ahead energy and reserve market problem, defined as: X f =[

Pt,g, bt,g, zt,g, yt,g, rup
t,g, rdn

t,g, PDESA,ch
t , PDESA,dis

t , rdn,dis
t,a , rup,dis

t,a , rdn,ch
t,a , rup,ch

t,a

]
. Based on the bilevel

optimization model, the external decision variables, i.e., [PDESA,ch
t , PDESA,dis

t , rdn,dis
t,a , rup,dis

t,a , rdn,ch
t,a , rup,ch

t,a

]
,

are passed to the upper-level problem as parameters.
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3.3. Modeling in the Upper-Level Problem

3.3.1. Objective Function of the Upper-Level Problem

The objective function has the main goal of maximizing DESA profit, including energy market
revenue, reserve revenue, and energy deployed from committed reserve in the balancing market.

maxC(Xs) = ∑
t∈T

∑
d∈D

(udis
t,d PDES,dis

t,d ρDA
t − uch

t,dPDES,ch
t,d ρDA

t ) + ∑
t∈T

∑
d∈D

(rdis
t,d ρres,dis

t,d + rch
t,dρres,ch

t,d )

+πs ∑
t∈T

∑
d∈D

[(rdis,RT
t,d + rch,RT

t,d )ρRT
t ]

(37)

3.3.2. DES Constraints

The DES logic constraints are defined by Equations (38) and (39). The minimum and maximum
limits of DES are described by Equations (40)–(42), respectively. The relationship of upward reserve and
downward reserve provided by DES and DESA are presented in Equations (43) and (44), respectively.
The DES energy balance is presented in Equation (45). In this equation, for t = 1, the initial energy of
the DES is considered as EDES,ini

d instead of EDES
d,t−1. The relationships between charging/discharging

reserve and energy capacity of DES are described in Equations (46) and (47).

udis
t,d + uch

t,d ≤ 1 (38)

udis
t,d , uch

t,d ∈ {0, 1} (39)

0 ≤ PDES,dis
t + rdis

t,d ≤ PDES,dis
a (40)

0 ≤ PDES,ch
t + rch

t,d ≤ PDES,ch
a (41)

EDES
d ≤ EDES

d ≤ EDES
d (42)

rch
t,a = ∑

d∈D
rch

t,d (43)

rdis
t,a = ∑

d∈D
rdis

t,d (44)

EDES
d,t = EDES

d,t−1 + PDES,ch
t−1 − PDES,dis

t−1 (45)

EDESA
t ≥ rdis

t,a (46)

EDESA
t − EDESA

t ≥ rch
t,a (47)

∑
w∈W

(PWPP
t,w,s − PWPP, f orecast

t,w ) ≥ ∑
d∈D

(rdis,RT
t,d − rch,RT

t,d ) (48)

In Equations (37)–(47), XsX f is the decision variable vector in the DESA operation problem, which
can be defined as: Xs =

[
PDES,dis

t,d , PDES,ch
t,d , rup,dis

t,d , rup,ch
t,d , rdn,dis

t,d , rdn,ch
t,d , udis

t,d , uch
t,d

]
.

4. Simulation and Results

In order to examine the effectiveness of the proposed optimization model, an eight-bus test system
and IEEE-33 bus distribution network test system are examined in this section. The optimization
model is a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem that was solved using MOSEK solver
under MATLAB. All optimization problems were solved on a 2.60 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU personal
computer with 16 GB of RAM.
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4.1. Test Description

The network topology of the transmission network and distribution network is shown in Figure 2.
The eight-bus test system includes five generators, two wind farms, and one DESA. The technical data
of generators and the information on transmission lines are given in Tables 1 and 2. These data are
adapted from [27] and are adjusted to meet the needs of the test case. The generation capacities of WF1
and WF2 are 55 MW and 45 MW, which are connected to nodes B2 and B6, respectively. The system
load curve and forecasted output curve of WPPs are shown in Figure 3. The day-ahead energy market
price at node B3 is given in Figure 4. The DESA controls five DES systems, and the rated capacity of
DES is 4 MWh. The maximum charging and discharging power of DES is 1 MW. In this test system,
a daily (24 h) time horizon is considered. In order to make the test more credible, the daily forecast
output scenario set is given by Monte Carlo simulation, shown in Figure 5. These scenarios are reduced
through FCMC to form four wind power typical uncertainty scenarios, given in Figure 6. After the
scenario reduction, the probabilities of scenarios 1–4 are 0.15, 0.35, 0.33, and 0.17. We assume that the
price of providing reserve in DA is $40/MWh and that the price in the balancing market is $55/MWh.
The imbalance prices [28] have not been considered in this paper. The hourly maximum reserve
capacity of demand is considered to be 20% of forecast wind power output. The CO2 emission of the
unit output is considered to be 0.34 ton/MWh, and the cost of CO2 pollutant emission is assumed to
be $30/ton.

In order to demonstrate the performance of the optimization model, the following three cases are
derived and discussed in detail. These cases are tackled by using the above-mentioned formulation,
and the solutions and details are presented in the following.

Case 1. The DESA only participates in the DA energy market. The only profit source for the DESA
is energy arbitrage over time.

Case 2. The DESA participates in the DA energy and reserve markets, but the balancing market is
not considered. The DESA makes a profit from energy trading and reserve revenue.

Case 3. The DESA participates in the DA market and balancing market. The DESA makes a
profit from the energy market, reserve revenue, and energy deployed from committed reserve in the
balancing market.
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Table 1. Technical data of generating units.

Unit Pg
(MW)

Pg
(MW)

Utg, Dtg
(h)

Rug, Rdg
(MW/h)

Sdcg
($)

Sucg
($)

rup
g , rdn

g
(MW)

CG
t,g

($)/MWh
Cf

t,g
($)/h

G1 100 25 5 30 2550 1200 5 500 32
G2 90 15 4 40 2250 1100 8 400 34
G3 75 10 3 50 2100 1050 10 450 36
G4 72 10 3 55 2000 1000 12 450 36
G5 50 10 2 50 2000 750 10 400 38

Table 2. Transmission line data for eight-bus test system.

From Bus To Bus X (p.u.) Transmission Limit (MW)

1 2 0.12 80
1 8 0.38 50
2 3 0.24 60
2 6 0.08 80
3 4 0.4 44
4 5 0.08 80
5 6 0.17 80
6 7 0.16 70
7 8 0.08 80
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4.2. Simulation Results

This section shows the simulation results of the optimization model in different aspects, such as
scheduling power, energy capacity of the DESA and DES, operating cost comparison of units and the
DESA, scheduling power, and comparison of reserve capacity of the DESA in different cases.

Figures 7 and 8 show the optimal strategy of units, DESA, and DES in cases 1 and 2 under provided
upward reserve. Figures 7a and 8a show the scheduled processes of the generators. The operating cost
of G1 is higher than the rest of the generators. Therefore, G1 has the least contribution in the dispatch
plan. When the reserve capacity requirement is less than the G1 output gap, G1 will provide reserve
capacity in case 1. Due to the DESA participating in the DA reserve market in case 2, the reserve
capacity provided by the generators will decrease. Figure 7b shows the optimal strategy of the DESA
in case 1. The charge and discharge power of the DESA reach the upper limit. In this way, the DESA
could effectively participate in the energy market and reduce the operation cost of the power system.
Figure 8b shows the scheduling plan and reserve capacity plan provided by the DESA in case 2. In the
case where the DESA provides reserve capacity, its charge and discharge power are under the upper
limit, because the DESA needs to set aside some reserve capacity to cope with the error between the
scenario wind power output and predicted wind power output. Due to low electricity prices over the
time period 04:00–08:00, the DESA controls DES to charge to obtain a high arbitrage profit and tracks
the trend of electricity price to maximize profit in the DA energy market. Figures 7c and 8c show the
scheduling plan of DES in the corresponding case.
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In case 3, we assume that the initial DESA capacity is half of the rated capacity. In this way, the
DESA has the greatest potential to provide up-spinning and down-spinning reserve in the balancing
market for the power system. Figure 9 shows the energy storage capacity process of the DESA in
case 3. Table 3 shows the comparison reserve results of the DESA and units in case 3. The output
power of scenarios 1 and 2 is less than the predicted wind power output. The units provide upward
reserve. The DESA appears as a discharged state to provide reserve capacity. Therefore, from 0:00
to 6:00, the DESA maintains a discharge state to cope with wind power uncertainties. In scenario 1
from 7:00 to 11:00, the DESA appears as a charged state. It shows that the DESA participated in the
energy market during this time. Because the price of electricity in this period is low, the DESA will
energy arbitrage and store energy to participate in the reserve market once again. In scenario 2 from
7:00 to 19:00, the DESA appears as a rising fluctuation trend of charged state, because the reserve
requirement in scenario 2 is less than scenario 1. While participating in the reserve market, the DESA
also tracks electricity prices and arbitrages in the short term in order to maximize revenue. Similarly,
the output power of scenarios 3 and 4 is more than the predicted wind power output. The units provide
downward reserve. The DESA charges during the initial period to maintain system power balance.
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Table 4 shows an economic comparison of generators in cases 1, 2, and 3. More operating cost of
the power system is gained in case 1 than case 2, because when the DESA trades in the DA reserve
market, it fully meets the required reserve capacity of the power system. The generators reduce
operating cost due to no reserve capacity. This is why the DESA gains more profit in case 2 compared
with case 1 in the DA market, as shown in Figure 10. By comparing scenarios 1–4 in case 3, it can be
seen that the higher the forecast wind power output error is, the higher the power system operating
cost and CO2 emission penalty fee are. The DESA participates in the reserve market with no cost,
and units trade in the reserve market with operating cost. Therefore, the DESA has higher priority
than units in reserve market trading. The DESA’s profit in different cases is compared in Figure 10.
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There is more profit in case 3 compared with the first two cases due to the availability of more business
opportunities, because the DESA deals with wind power output uncertainties in the balancing market.
We observe that the DESA maximizes revenue from the DA energy market, reserve market, and
balancing market.

Table 3. Comparison of reserve results for units and DESA in case 3.

Case Scenario DESA Up/Downward
Reserve Capacity (MWh)

Generation Up/Downward
Reserve Capacity (MWh)

DESA Capacity
Utilization

3

1 120 61 100%
2 45 0 75%
3 43 3 90%
4 119 65 100%

Table 4. Comparison of economic profit for generators in cases 1, 2, and 3.

Case Scenario Total Generation
Reserve Cost ($)

CO2 Emissions
Penalty ($)

Total Generation
Cost ($)

1 Provide upward reserve 2840 43,582 1,848,142

2 Provide upward reserve 0 43,582 1,845,302

3

1 1620 42,952 1,835,142
2 0 41,815 1,829,792
3 0 41,587 1,829,942
4 1400 42,882 1,836,692
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5. Conclusions and Future Studies

In this paper, a bilevel model of the DESA participated in the day-ahead energy and reserve
capacity markets, and the balancing market have been presented utilizing DESA operating strategy
in different markets to deal with the uncertainty of wind power penetration. The resulting problem
is an MILP. The optimal DESA strategy has been discussed in the DA energy-only market, the DA
energy and reserve, and both energy and reserve markets considering the balancing market. In this
framework, the DESA has optimized its operating strategy as a profit-seeking entity in a competitive
energy and reserve market. Results show that the DESA has profited more from the reserve market
than the energy market for two reasons: (1) it aggregates DES capacity to provide reserve capacity
instead of the reserve capacity provided by units, and (2) it gains additional revenue when it trades in
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the balancing market. After the DESA participated in the electricity market, the units’ expense on the
offer cost of reserve capacity and CO2 emission penalty were reduced.

Future work will focus on improving the cooperation strategy in the optimization model under
other flexible loads. More generation technologies and different aggregators will be added to the
model. A flexible load aggregator will be built to participate in real-time energy and reserve markets.
In addition, the aggregator will play a more important role in trading and bidding in the energy and
reserve market as a price-maker.
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Nomenclature

Sets and Indices

a Index of DESA
d(D) Index (set) of DES
g(G) Index (set) of generator unit
s(S) Index (set) of wind power scenarios of WPP
t(T) Index (set) of scheduling hour
w(W) Index (set) of WPP
i(I) Index (set) of transmission network nodes
j Index of distribution network nodes

Parameters

CG
t,g Operation cost of gth unit in tth hour

C f
t,g Fixed running cost of gth unit in tth hour

Pg Maximum power generation of gth unit
Pg Minimum power generation of gth unit
PWPP,Forecast

t,w WPP forecast output (MW)

PWPP
t,w Maximum wind power that can be scheduled from wth of tth hour

PWPP
t,w,s Power output of wth in scenario s in tth hour (MW)

Rdg Ramp-down rate of gth unit (MW/h)
Rug Ramp-up rate of gth unit (MW/h)

EDES
d Maximum energy storage of a DES unit (MW/h)

EDES,ini
d Initial energy stored in a DES unit (MW/h)

PDES
d Maximum charging/discharging power of a DES unit (MW/h)

Sdcg Shut-down cost of gth unit
Sucg Start-up cost of gth unit
Li,t Energy demand of load i in tth hour
Lj,t Energy demand of load j in tth hour
f max
l Maximum capacity of line l (MW)

Dtg Minimum down-time of gth unit (h)
Utg Minimum up-time of gth unit (h)
ρDA

t Day-ahead market price in tth

ρRT
t Real-time market price in tth

Cres,up
t,g Offer cost by gth in tth for up-spinning reserves

Cres,dn
t,g Offer cost by gth in tth for down-spinning reserves
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ρ
res,up,DA
t Offer cost in tth for up-spinning reserves

ρres,down,DA
t Offer cost in tth for down-spinning reserves

ρCO2 CO2 emissions penalty price ($/ton)
COUnit

2 CO2 emission deviated from generator (ton/MW)
rDA

t Demand of reserve capacity in tth in DA
πs Probability of scenario s

Variables

yt,g Binary variable-1 if gth unit is starting up in tth hour
zt,g Binary variable-1 if gth unit is shutting down in tth hour
bt,g Binary variable indicating gth unit status
PDES,ch/dis

t,d Scheduled charging/discharging power of DES in tth hour
Pt,g Scheduled output of gth unit in tth hour
udis

t,d , uch
t,d Binary variable-1 indicating dth DES status

rup
t,g , rdn

t,g Up- and down-spinning reserve contributions of gth unit in tth hour
rdis

t,d , rch
t,d Reserve contributions of dth discharging/charging in DA market

rdis,RT
t,d , rch,RT

t,d Reserve contributions of dth discharging/charging in balancing market
PDESA,ch/dis

t,a Scheduled charging/discharging power of DESA in tth hour
rdis

t,a , rch
t,a Reserve contributions of DESA discharging/charging in tth hour
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